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Around Rico  October, 2006
By the Bugle's roving reporter, Der
Floss Spode. (After the election, the
time for action will be past  -– and
it will be time for senseless
bickering).
This is my last column for the Bugle.
My friends, goodbye. Both of you know
who you are.
It's been a wild ride up here in the
mountains this past year. But the
mine up on Expectoration Mountain
played out and I've been offered a
job in Luck, Georgia (town slogan –
When you're not here, you're out of
Luck). Spot and I left last month for
the old South where he can chase cows
instead of chipmunks and there are no
spot remover factories.
A few pictures as I rode out of town
(just ahead of the posse). The west
side of Glasgow still has a gap;
looks like the mouth of my new
employer:

And I am sure going to miss Ken
Hazen's old jeep when I'm scratching
over in mosquito country! What a
grand machine!

Someone is building a house to survey
the hotel (keep your blinds down):

By the view of the kiosk, it looks as
if the town is jumping. But does
anyone ever READ those notices?



And so I left town with Rico in my
rear view mirror:

Along the dirt road leading to Luck,
Spot and I were puzzled by this road
sign:

Yogi Berra once said – when you come
to a fork in the road, take it! But
that one was too much for me to
handle. Then, just before Luck, this
sign appeared:

I think they mean it. At least for
Yankees. I told the sheriff I was
from SOUTHwestern Colorado and he let
me go.
Well – what kind of a job can a 24
year-old unsuccessful miner get in a
small southern town? I thought you'd
never ask (thanks, mom). It turns out
they needed an ad writer for Billy
Joe Bob Howdy's Veterinary Clinic,
Taxidermy Shop, Pizza Parlor and BBQ
Pit. They liked what I came up with
on my first try: “Anyway you look at
it, yore gonna get your pet back!”
The pizzas are – different. 

Spot has left. I don't know why.
When I've made my fortune here, I
plan to return to Rico, build a
McMansion up on Spit Hill, and open a
branch of Billy Bob's business in the
Mercantile. But that may take awhile.
In the meanwhile, stay warm,
Ricoites. Take care of Spot if he
shows up. 
Spode (the one and only)


